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Microburst Avoidance Simulation Tests . Questions and Answers
Q: SAM SHIRCK (Continental Airlines) - On graphic EHSI presentation can a pilot in a
timely manner pull wind shear information from the EHSI when cluttered with weather
radar returns, TCAS information, way points, etc., etc., etc. I like it, but can and will it
work?
A: JOHN HANSMAN (MIT) - There is basically a problem of EHSI clutter, and as I said
before, EHSI has become the most popular piece of real estate in the cockpit, everybody
wants to put something there. I think it's a matter of good EHSI design. Currently you
can deselect basically any piece of information off the EHSI, so you don't necessarily have
to have the weather radar or the way points. You can deselect those. However, if you're
going to put alert information up there you have to think about whether you're going to
allow the crew to deselect alert information or not, probably not. And you would probably
have to prioritize the alert information.
Q: PAUL KELLY (21st Century Technology) - Given the limitations on ATC voice
communications, how sensible it is to depend on ATC voice for uplinking of hazard alert
information like a TDWR microburst.
A: JOHN HANSMAN (MIT) - Clearly, if you have the equipment, the data link would be
a more desirable system. It reduces the latency lag times inherent in ATC voice
communication and gets rid of the frequency blocking effects. On the other hand, for the
foreseeable future, and also in the third world, for example, you're probably not going to
have data links and you're going to have to depend on voice for a long time.
Q: MARILYN WOLFSON (MIT Lincoln Laboratory) - You mentioned reduced wind
shear hazard flying through the edge of the microburst versus going through the middle.
Are there any significant known hazards from cross wind or leading vortex on the gust
front?
A: JOHN HANSMAN (MIT) - We did do a study looking at cross wind effects and we
actually found that if you penetrated the microburst just slightly off center, you got an
increased performance loss due to cross wind and basically weather cocking effects and in
fact that control gains required to keep the airplane on the straight trajectory on a slightly off
center microburst were much higher In fact, inordinately high which basically leads to the
question, which we tend to ignore here, of the controllability in turbulence problem.
F-factor is a good measure of the total integrated energy loss but if you look at some of the
accident cases, Delta 191 is a classic example, that airplane hit the ground with a lot of
energy. Some of the issues may be controllability issues which we tend to ignore because
we basically don't have the measurements of the fine structure of the turbulence that's
encountered. That's something to think about when we think about hazard criteria because
it's a problem we wrestle with but nobody has a real clear measure of.
DAN VICROY (NASA Langley) - In regard to your controllability statement, we have
done some work (about two years ago) where we tried to estimate not the performance
impact but what the handling qualities impact of wind shear is. We did a simple analytical
study that showed that when you're in that vortex roll, that can be a considerable handling
qualities problem.
JOHN HANSMAN (M1T) - It should be pointed out that it's likely that the regions of high
turbulence and handling problems probably correlate reasonably well with the areas of high
F-factors. So, using F-factor as the criteria at the current status is probably not a bad idea.
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UNKNOWN - If I could tell a personal story about running a 727 off the edge of the
runway at Denver during the JAWS project. There was a case where unreported, just after
touchdown, the airplane experienced enough of a cross wind from an associated suspected
downburst that the airplane was blown completely off the dry runway. I've always
contended that on take off and landing roll that the industry needs to take a look at some of
the hazards rather than just figuring that the landing is complete after touch down,
JOHN HANSMAN (MIT) - That's an important point. Most of the analysis has been done
for basically a two dimensional case, looking at the longitudinal dynamics. It's hard to do
the analysis for the three dimensional lateral dynamics but there are cases where that can be
very important. We didn't expect that when you displace the trajectory slightly, only about
1130or 200 feet off the center axis of the microburst, you actually get a significant increase
in the performance degradation.
ROLAND BOWLES (NASA Langley) - To follow up on his point and what Dan said; with
the question of cross wind and scales of turbulent motion on the order of the mean wing
core and span of the airplane, you get into another problem. You've got to now address
the question of how do you model the distributed aerodynamics of that airplane. You can
have outboard sections on one wing smiling before another and that can be bad news. The
lateral directional problem is very complicated. We found that conventional yaw dampers
on big airplanes may actually, because of some root bifurcations going on in the dynamics,
may actually hurt you rather than help you. You want to stay out of cross winds and scales
of motion, severe ones anyway.
UNKNOWN - Most of the experiences we have with microburst penetrations are not
actually symmetric penetrations, there's some degree of cross wind component. In fact,
July 7 was a unique case because it was lined up on the runway on the center line it
targeted. There was a strong cross wind in that case. Remember real world microbursts
are not nice, perfect, axisymmetric events. Even when you're going through the center line
or the mean center line of the event you can get and do get cross winds.
UNKNOWN - This has some interesting applications with regard to predictive sensors.
With a 40 second warning, if the pilot makes the missed approach at 1000 feet, those
problems are somewhat reduced. We're getting a lot of discussions in committees like the
$7 about what to do if you have an alert with a predictive system. For example, AaM539
following 191 got what would be a 28 second warning and went through the same event at
about 3000 feet and 220 knots and didn't have much of a problem. So a lot of those
problems go away if you've got some altitude when you go through the event. It bears on
what predictive systems have to deal with and what people need to do when they get a
predictive alert.
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